The Fort Peck Reservoir is teaming with wildlife, from the skies above to the depths below. How many things can you spy in this picture? See answer key on page 25.
Did you know that Missouri River Country has some of the darkest night skies in the United States? Since we have less light pollution and more room to roam, stars light up brighter than ever once the sun goes down. And the only thing better than stargazing in northeast Montana, is stargazing while camping!

Use the color key below to fill in the scenic view from your tent after a long day of outdoor adventure. Then, connect the stars in the night sky to form the constellations overhead. For help, view the answer key on page 25.
Give Montana Some Color
Give Montana Some Color
Word Search

There's a lot to spot when you're driving through Missouri River Country, from badlands to big game. Next time you take a break from scanning the horizon outside the car window, see what you can find in our Northeast Montana word search!

Word List:
ANTELOPE  MAIASAURA  DINOSAUR  STURGEON
MISSOURIRIVER  BADLANDS  PRAIRIE  PHEASANT
PADDLEFISH  DEER  BISON  WALLEYE
ICEFISHING  ELK  FORTPECK  ZORTMAN
STARGAZING  YELLLOWSTONERIVER  GOLDPANNING  PRONGHORN
Did you know that Missouri River Country has some of the darkest night skies in the United States? Since we have less light pollution and more room to roam, stars light up brighter than ever once the sun goes down. And the only thing better than stargazing in northeast Montana, is stargazing while camping!

Use the color key below to fill in the scenic view from your tent after a long day of outdoor adventure. Then, connect the stars in the night sky to form the constellations overhead. For help, view the answer key on page xx.